Ryan Serhant To Manage Exclusive Sales at Pacific Park Brooklyn's 550 Vanderbilt
Brooklyn, NY (July 18, 2017) – Today, Ryan Serhant announced, in conjunction with
Greenland Forest City Partners, that exclusive sales at Pacific Park Brooklyn’s first
condominium will be managed by his team at Nest Seekers International. THESERHANTTEAM
will lead the sales and marketing of the remaining inventory at 550 Vanderbilt, the groundbreaking building that is a centerpiece of the 22-acre Pacific Park Brooklyn community.
Designed by COOKFOX, 550 Vanderbilt is now available for immediate occupancy and is already
established as one of the most successful new residential buildings in Brooklyn.
“I fell in love with 550 Vanderbilt the moment I saw it. The building is an architectural
masterpiece. The master plan for Pacific Park, designed by Frank Gehry, is unlike anything else
in New York; residents are literally living inside an 8-acre park, not just next to it. Owning at
550 Vanderbilt is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. I couldn’t be happier to join Greenland Forest
City Partners to offer the chance to own a home at the intersection of Brooklyn's best
neighborhoods,” said Serhant.
“Ryan Serhant and his team have proven to be creative and thoughtful leaders in marketing
new luxury development throughout New York City, and they have a deep passion for Brooklyn
and 550 Vanderbilt,” said MaryAnne Gilmartin of Greenland Forest City Partners. “Ryan is
joining 550 Vanderbilt at an exciting time, with the building coming to life as residents move in
and the amenities get completed, and we know he will have great success in helping us finish
out the project."
THESERHANTTEAM is the exclusive sales team for 550 Vanderbilt and can be reached for
information and appointments at 646.480.7665 or serhantteam@nestseekers.com. Please visit
www.550vanderbilt.com to view listings and building information.
###
About Greenland Forest City Partners
Greenland Forest City Partners is a joint venture between Greenland USA, a subsidiary of
Shanghai-based Greenland Group Co., and Forest City New York, a subsidiary of Forest City
Realty Trust (NYSE: FCE.A and FCE.B). Greenland Forest City Partners will oversee the
development and management of the iconic Pacific Park Brooklyn project that will transform a
22-acre stretch of Brooklyn into a vibrant new neighborhood of residential, commercial and
open green space.
About The Serhant Team
The Serhant Team represents the largest, and most successful, team of real estate brokers in
New York. The Serhant Team is also the only team of brokers with agents across the country in
Brooklyn, Manhattan, Miami, Los Angeles and the Hamptons. They were ranked the #2 Sales
Team in New York and #5 Sales Team in the United States by Wall Street Journal Real Trends
2017. The Serhant Team is a passionate, constantly evolving group that specializes in high-end

residential condo and co-op sales and leasing, multi- and single-family homes, new
development sales, site acquisitions, and investment sales. @serhant_team
Ryan Serhant has garnered an excellent reputation and counts some of the world’s most
influential people as clients. Along with starring on the hit Bravo TV show Million Dollar Listing
New York, Ryan is a frequent contributor to the real estate segments of 20/20, CNN, CNBC, The
Today Show, The Insider, Bloomberg TV, and is often quoted in The New York Times, Wall Street
Journal, WSJ China, and Forbes. Bravo is currently airing Season 6 of Million Dollar Listing: New
York weekly at 9/8c. @ryanserhant
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